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On 6/11/88, during a Reactor Startup, the Main Feedwater
Regulating Valves (MFRVs) automatic Steam Generator level control
was unstable. This caused Steam Generator levels to increase to
their Hi-Hi Level setpoint on two occasions, initiating Feedwater
Isolation (FWI) signals, ar per design. The FWIs
shutdoun/ isolated the Normal Feedwater System and actuated the
Auxiliary Feedwater System. After the first event, operators
successfully restored Normal Feedwater. After the second event,
while attempting to restore Normal Feedwater, the breaker for the
'B' Main Feed Pump's discharge valve tripped while the valve was
opening, degrading Feed flow. Operators restored Normal .

Feedwater flow with the 'A' Main Feed Pump. This action was I

insufficient to prevent the 'A' Steam Generator level from
decreasing to its Lo-Lo Level / Reactor Trip Setpoint. Operators
stabilized the plant using the Reactor Trip response procedure.
The Steam Generator level instabilities were caused by: 1) using
the MFRVs to control level without having the Turbine / extraction
steam inservice, 2) improper condenser steam dump response. A
Special Operating Order has been issued to prevent the above
configuration. The affected steam dump valves have been
isolated. The Main Feed Pump discharge valve functioned properly
after its breaker was reset. Its failure is under further |
investigation. The erratic Steam Generator level control and I

degraded Normal Feedwater Flow events are bounded by UFSAR
analysis.
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On June 11, 1988, a Reactor Startup was in progress. At 1615
Jaurs, the Reactor became critical. At 1635 hours, the Station

enterec Mode 1. The condenser steam dumps (Turbine Bypass Valves)
were being used as the Unit's heat sink. Power was increased to

13%. At this point (1650 hours), Steam Generator Feedwater flow
control was transfered from the Bypass Feedwater Regulating Valves

to the Main Teedwater Regulating Valves. The Bypass Feedwater
Regulating Va; nos were fully closed. Preparations were underway to
roll the Main Turbine. The Station intended to bring the Turbine up

and sync it onto the grid. Turbine power was then to be increased
while steam load was transfered from the condenser steam dumps.
This differed from the Station's normal ctartup method which was to
take the Turbine up to approximately 20% power with the Bypass
Feedwater Regulating "alves before transfering contrtl to the Main
Feedwater Regulating Valves.

However, before the Turbi.no roll commenced, Steam Generator

automatic level control began exhibiting instability. Although

operators attempted to manually control level, at 1656 hours, the

'C' Steam Generator level increased to 75% (the Hi-Hi Level

Setpoint). This generated a Feedwater Isolation (FWI) Signal. In

response to the FWI, the following automatic actions occurred, at

per design:

* Normal Feedwater isolated.
* The running normal Feedpump tripped.
* The motor driven auxiliary feedpumps autostarted to supply

the Steam Generators with feedflow.

At 1657 hours, the 'C' Steam Generator Hi-Hi Level cleared.

Operators reset the EMI signal and restored the Feedwater System to

is normal alignment. Turbine roll then commenced. The Turbine was

latched. Steam Generator levels were still behaving erratically.

At 1712 hours, the 'A' Steam Generator level increased to the Hi-Hi
setpoint. A FWI signal again was generated. The following

automatic actions occurred, as per design:

* Normal Feedwater isolated.
* The running normal Feedpump tripped.
* The motor driven auxiliary feedpumps autostarted to supply

the Steam Generators with feedflow.
* Additionally, in response to this second FWI, a Turbine

Trip occurred. (It had not occurred during the first FWI
since the Turbine had not been latched at that time.)
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Operators secured Auxiliary feed to the 'A' Steam Generator to
assist in restoring level to its normal band. At 1713 hours, the

'A' Steam Generator Hi-Hi Level cleared. Operators reset the

FWIsignal and attempted to restore normal feed flow. However after
starting 'B' Main Feedwater Pump, the operators observed that

Feedwater flow was considerably less than its normal value.

Operators discovered that the 'B' Main Feedpump's discharge valve

had not fully opened after the pump started. The operators secured

the 'B' Main Feedwater Pump and started the 'A'. This restored

normal feedwater flow. However, at 1718 hours, before the restored

feedwater flow could be effective, the 'A' Steam Generator level
dropped to its Lo-Lo setpoint (12%). This generated, as per design,

a Reactor Trip signal and an Auxiliary Feedwater (Turbine-driven
Pump) Initiation signal. Operators stabilized the plant using the
Reactor Trip response procedure. Level in the 'A' Steam Generator
was restored to its normal operating band.

Subsequent to this event, the Reactor was restarted using the

conventional startup procedure. No problems were encountered. It

was verified that, under normal operating conditions, the Main
Feedwater Regulating Valves responded properly in automatic

control. The apparent cause of the Hi-Hi Steam Generator level /FWI
events was attempting to control Steam Generator feed flow with the
Main Feedvater Regulating Valves during low power operation without
having the Turbine online. This configuration resulted in an
unstable Steam Generator level control for the following reasons:

* Under low flow conditions, the Main Feedwater
Regulating V'lves do not have as rapid a response as
the Bypass Feedwater Regulating Valves do.

* Without having the Turbine online, no extraction steam
was available for feedwater pre-heating. Feeding the
Steam Generators with cold water increased level
instability.

Additionally, it was discovered that two condenser steam dump valves

were not operating properly during this event. The valves would
hang up during their strokes, preventing a smooth steam dump
response. The resultant steam pressure surges contributed to the
Steam Generator level control problems.

A Special Opera.ing order has been issued addressing these

concerns. It requires future startups to be performed using the
Bypass Feedwater Regulating Valves until the reactor reaches at i

least 20% power. Additionally, the turbine startup is to be i

performed at lower Ocwer levels, in order to make extraction steam !

available. The affe7ted condenser steam dump valves have been ;

failed closed, pending repairs.
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The Reactor Trip during this event was caused by the failure of the

'B' Main Feedwater Pump's discharge valve to fully open. Because

Normal Feedwater could not be restored in a timely manner, Auxiliary

Feedwater had to be used for an extended period of time. This large

insertion of cold Auxiliary Feedwater into the Steam Generators
caused the Reactor Coolant System to experience a rapid cooldown to
510 degrees Fahrenheit. This cooldown, combined with the degraded
Normal Feedwater flow, caused Steam Generator levels to decrease,
resulting in the Lo-Lo Steam Generator level.

The 'B' Main Feedwater Pump discharge valve's motor was tested for

any electrical failure. No problems were found. After the valve's
breaker was reset (the breaker had tripped on motor electrical
protection), the valve functioned properly. Investigation into the
cause of this failure is continuing.

There were no safety implicaticns due to this event. Erratic Steam
Generator level control, resulting in Hi-Hi Steam Generator level
and 4 Feedwater Isolation, is analyzed in Beaver Valley Unit 1 UFSAR
Section 14.1.9, "Excessive Heat Rer. oval Due to Feedwater System
Malfunctions". Degraded feedwater flow due to a Main Feedwater Pump
discharge isolation valves not fully opening is bounded by the
safety analysis of UFSAR Section 14.1.8, "Loss of Normal
Feedwater".
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Telephone (412) 393 6000

.0, Box 4
Shippingport, PA 15077-0004

July 8, 1988
ND31PM:0250

Beaver Valley Power Staticn, Unit No. 1
Docket No. 50-334, License No. DPR-66

LER 88-009-00

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Gentlemen:

In accordance . with Appendix A, Beaver Valley Technical
Specifications, the following Licensee Event Report is submitted:

LER 88-009-00, 10 CFR 50.73.a.2.iv.," Reactor Trip and
Feedwater Isolation.

Very truly yours,

T. P. Noonan
Plant Manager
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cc: Mr. William T. Russell
Regional Administrator
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region 1
King of Prussia, PA 19406

C. A. Roteck, Ohio Edison

Mr. Peter Tam, BVPS Licensing Project Manager
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

J. Beall, Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
BVPS Senior Resident Inspector

Mr. Alex Timme, CAPCO Nuclear Projects Coordinator-
Toledo Edison

INPO Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339

G. E. Muckle, Factory Mutual Engineering, Pittsburgh

Mr. J. N. Steinmetz, Operating Plant Projects Manager
Mid Atlantic Area
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Energy Systems Service Division
Box 355
Pittsburgh, PA 15230

American Nuclear Insurers
c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library
The Exchange Suite 245
270 Farmington Avenue
Farmington, CT 06032

Mr. Richard Janati
Department of Environmental Resources
P. O. Box 2063

'

16th Floor, Fulton Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Director, Safety Evaluation & Control
Virginia Electric & Power Co.
P.O. Box 26666
One James River Plazc
Richmond, VA 23261
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